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Context

Although variable, pupils typically enter our preschool and Reception classes at national expectations.
However, there are groups of pupils who are well below expectations, particularly for:

● physical development,
● personal, emotional and social development,
● language.

There are also a good number of pupils above expectations, or very well capable of achieving these
measures with targeted support.

Intention

KS1 Specific: It is our intention that all pupils read confidently and fluently before the end of Year 1.
By this, we mean they can successfully decode a book suitable for a year 1 child, and understand the meaning.

● We expect some pupils to reach this level before the end of Year 1.
● We expect 80% of pupils to reach this level by the end of Year 1.
● We expect 90% of pupils to pass the Phonic check by the end of Year 1.
● Pupils who are not able to fully decode, and hence do not pass the Phonics check which takes place

at the end of Year 1, are significantly less likely to attain in Reading at the end of Year 6.
● We expect less than 10% of pupils to reach this level by the end of year 2.

KS2 Specific:
● We expect 90% of pupils to reach the age related expectation at the end of Year 6
● We expect 40% of pupils to reach the greater depth expectation at the end of Year 6.

KS2 Specific: It is our intention that pupils develop into broad, independent readers
● Pupils develop the skills to make appropriate, challenging and rewarding book choices, initially with

support and then independently.
● Pupils chose to read books from a broad range of authors and genres, including poetry, non-fiction,

graphic novels and childrenʼs classics.  Pupils read at least twelve different books from the Reading
Challenge during an academic year.

Whole School: It is our intention that we adopt a rigorous and sequential approach to the reading
curriculum which develops pupilsʼ fluency and confidence in reading.  At all stages, reading
attainment is assessed and gaps are addressed quickly and effectively for all pupils.

Whole School: It is our intention to encourage pupils to read regularly at home.



Whole School: It is our intention to offer pupils and families wider reading opportunities

Whole School: It is our intention that pupils with additional needs make at least one year of progress
in reading each academic year

Whole School: It is our intention that all pupils develop a love for reading.
● Young people who enjoy reading very much are three times as likely to read above the level expected

for their age as young people who do not enjoy reading at all (Childrenʼs and Young Peopleʼs Reading
in 2015, National Literacy Trust, 2016).

Implementation Early Years and Key Stage 1

● Pupils should access daily reading lessons based upon their current attainment and learning needs
i.e. based upon their phonic knowledge.  These lessons should be a minimum of 30 minutes in length
(with the exception of a longer 60 minute lesson on Monday).

● Teaching should following the Read Write Inc (RWI) rigourous, systematic and progressive
structure which is designed to ensure that all pupils read confidently and fluently before the end
of Year 1. Reception will start the year being taught the Set 1 sounds before the children are
assessed into sets at the end of the first half term.

● Within their group, they will revise the sounds they do know and then be introduced to new sounds.
They will read phonically decodable story books within lessons, three times, to develop accurate
word reading, fluency, and comprehension.

● Whilst the RWI scheme is heavily structured, teachers should also employ their own judgement
when making choices about their teaching, i.e. respond to the needs of pupils, in order to ensure
that gaps are addressed quickly and effectively.

● Six weekly assessment, used alongside teacher assessment, should be used to identify progress and
the learning needs of pupils.  Following the completion of these assessments, groups should be
re-sorted to ensure appropriate challenge.

● Where appropriate (will not be appropriate for early readers), termly written assessments should
be used both as a summative tool and a whole class formative assessment tool.  However, when
determining the end of term grade, teachers should employ teacher assessment to verify (and
when necessary amend) the written assessment outcome.  Assessment information should be
shared with SLT prior to the data deadline.  This information will be shared with parents.

● Teachers (or teaching assistants or experienced volunteers working under the direction of the
teacher) should check that pupils are reading six times a week, with each RWI book being read at
least twice.  Teachers should engage with families of pupils who are not reading regularly in order to
identify and overcome the barriers.  When appropriate, support should be given to the pupil, e.g.
regular one-to-one reading support in school in order to help pupils catch up.  A further parents
meeting should be scheduled for three weeks later to verify that reading practices have improved
and are being sustained.

● Pupils should be taken to the Library once a week and supported in the choice of a non-RWI book.
Furthermore, teachers should regularly check to ensure that pupils are reading a broad range of
non- RWI books, including different text types.  The Library is open at other times to allow pupils
to change their non-RWI books more frequently if required.

● Pupils should have their learning needs met through first quality teaching.  However, some pupils
may require access to specific intervention, details of which will be recorded on their IEP.  As a



school, we support families of SEND children and work in close collaboration with parents and other
professionals, including the SENDCo, to ensure that their learning needs are fully met.  Regular
reviews of progress will help ascertain whether pupils are on track for making one year academic
progress.

● Reading is a key part of each and every school day including: class stories; classroom reading
opportunities; the use of books within curriculum teaching; and Year 6 pupils promoting books in
assembly.

● Classrooms include an inviting reading environment with a broad range of appropriately
challenging books.  The books are in good condition and the learning environment is well
maintained at all times.

Implementation Key Stage 2

● Pupils should access weekly reading lessons in which first quality teaching ensures that the needs
of all learners are met.  The lesson should be a minimum of one hour per week, or a number of
shorter sessions which total in excess of one hour.

● Planning should be based upon a spiral curriculum of seven reading strategies.  This will ensure that
concepts are revised and new learning builds upon what pupils already know.

● Planning should demonstrate a rigorous, systematic and progressive structure to the teaching of
reading, including reference to previous errors/misconceptions/AfL outcomes.  A model planning
format has been provided.  Furthermore, within the planning there should be a clear learning
intention (including why it is being taught), the plans should incorporate the use of cognitive science
and working memory strategies and include clear differentiation.  The outcome (intended impact of
the lesson) should be clear and where applicable further AfL opportunities.  The teaching of reading
should then mirror this structure.

● The outcome of lessons (or sequences of lessons) should be used to identify progress and the
learning needs of pupils - hence inform future planning.

● Termly written assessments should be used both as a summative tool and a whole class formative
assessment tool.  However, when determining the end of term grade, teachers should employ
teacher assessment to verify (and when necessary amend) the written assessment outcome.
Assessment information should be shared with SLT prior to the data deadline.  This information will
be shared with parents.

● Teacher / TAs will change childrenʼs book bag books twice a week: Monday and Thursday. It is
expected that they read the book more than once in that time to develop fluency.  They will have one
fiction and one non-fiction book a week which contains the previous weekʼs newly learnt sound.

● Teachers (or teaching assistants or experienced volunteers working under the direction of the
teacher) should check that pupils are reading for an age appropriate duration six times a week.
Teachers should engage with families of pupils who are not reading regularly in order to identify and
overcome the barriers.  When appropriate, support should be given to the pupil, e.g. regular
one-to-one reading support in school in order to help pupils catch up.  A further parents meeting
should be scheduled for three weeks later to verify that reading practices have improved and are
being sustained.

● Teachers (or teaching assistants or experienced volunteers working under the direction of the
teacher) should check that pupils are engaging with an ability appropriate Key Stage 2 Reading
Challenge.  Within their Reading Logs there should be evidence of a broad range of text types from
the Reading Challenge being read as well as other books of their own choice.  Teachers should

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LMcPn1T_M7uwNHMuSzd-Ui6Iy7P8FjYxEbAMh20v2OI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LMcPn1T_M7uwNHMuSzd-Ui6Iy7P8FjYxEbAMh20v2OI/edit?usp=sharing


engage with pupils who are not reading a broad range of text types and support them in their book
choices.
Reading Challenge 1 (aimed at Year 2 pupils)
Reading Challenge 2 (aimed at Year 2/3 pupils)
Reading Challenge 3 (aimed at Year 3/4 pupils)
Reading Challenge 4 (aimed at Year 4/5 pupils)
Reading Challenge 5 (aimed at Year 5/6 readers)
Reading Challenge (aimed at able Year 6 readers)

● Pupils should be taken to the Library once a week and, where appropriate, teachers should support
pupils with their book choices.  However, this support should be faded so that pupils develop the
ability and confidence to make appropriate independent choices.  The Library is open at other times
to allow pupils to change their non-RWI books more frequently if required.

● Pupils should have their learning needs met through first quality teaching.  However, some pupils
may require access to specific intervention, details of which will be recorded on their IEP.  As a
school, we support families of SEND children and work in close collaboration with parents and other
professionals, including the SENDCo, to ensure that their learning needs are fully met.  Regular
reviews of progress will help ascertain whether pupils are on track for making one year academic
progress.

● Reading is a key part of each and every school day including: class stories; classroom reading
opportunities including DEAR; the use of books within curriculum teaching; and Year 6 pupils
promoting books in assembly.

● Classrooms include an inviting reading environment with a broad range of appropriately
challenging books.  The books are in good condition and the learning environment is well
maintained at all times.

Implementation SEND

● Pupils have their learning needs met through first quality teaching.  Progress of SEND pupils is
closely monitored through termly Data Chats (attended by SENDCo), half termly books looks and
ongoing monitoring.  Where additional guidance/support is needed for the class teachers, this is
initially delivered through regular, recorded coaching.

● If pupils have significant, specific needs which cannot be addressed fully through first quality
teaching, then pupils will access to regular additional out-of-class support with a reading specialist.
The impact of this intervention will be monitored by the SENDCo.

● Pupils who access intervention will automatically have an IEP which will be reviewed termly with
parents.  Where appropriate, concerns regarding reading may be addressed as a part of a TAF
process.

Implementation Whole School Reading Enrichment

● Early Years, Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2 pupils have the opportunity to meet at least one
author/illustrator (with the hope of meeting two) and take part in a school based workshop as part of
the Budleigh Literary Festival.

● Upper Key Stage 2 pupils have the opportunity to meet at least one author/illustrator in an external
workshop as part of the Budleigh Literary Festival.

● The Library stock is refreshed three times a year with approximately 200 books swapped each time
to ensure that the content is high quality and relevant.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1CL15kLEAeV9XhgGT7HO1h7SE3TvjntO6idVEdrT5LTY
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1z_IOA9LKRhftFhPaAcha_zStmIOna0nVU3k4v229rlI
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1U5Z0qJ1uGQf1PrW2xyTuSjckkWvHPt8hugpZ4nLyA8k
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1m_tGxEooe-842yOkK6rxjxX9HKUr4NVkfU78xCQ25IY
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1e33Dn5GY5Aor82z54ZVR76BEFGfZiMBzYew7QDIr3vs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1p6ExpkJUz7jaS1y8ofnrYvXI3l0UHm3EngC2SCiXhTI


● Pupil have the opportunity to contribute to the book choices made during the Library Exchange by
either ordering specific books in advance or visiting the Mobile Library.

● Reading events for pupils and parents, including Hot Chocolate reading events, take place during the
academic year.  This will include a specific RWI focussed parental workshop to help parents
understand the intent and implementation of this scheme.  Further information will be shared with
parents through newsletters etc.

● Reading competitions and challenges, including Reading Around the World, take place during the
academic year.  Each challenge has a specific focus e.g. to promote a breadth of reading or text type.

Impact Early Years and Key Stage 1

As stated in our intent:
● We expect 80% of pupils to reach this level by the end of Year 1.
● We expect 90% of pupils to pass the Phonic check by the end of Year 1.
● We expect less than 10% of pupils to reach this level by the end of year 2.

We will measure the impact of our policy using the following measures.
● monitoring (learning walks, book looks, data chats, coaching etc) verifies that the RWI scheme is

being consistently delivered in such a manner that ensures teaching is rigorous, systematic and
progressive.

● pupil conferencing and parental feedback which demonstrates a love of reading and evidence of a
mutually supportive school-parent partnership in relation to reading.

Furthermore, the percentage of pupils who:

● have completed our phonics programme (Set 2, read and spell Set 3, grey books).
● pass the government end of year 1 ʻPhonic Screening Check ,̓ thereby demonstrating knowledge of

a wide range of phonemes and good segmenting and blending techniques.
● scoring a scaled score of 100 or above on our PIRA (Progress In Reading Assessment) tests.
● achieve ʻexpectedʼ and ʻgreater depthʼ from teacher assessments at the end of the year (i.e.:

successfully discussing and answering questions about the book they have read, showing good
levels of understanding and inference.)

● read to an adult (outside of school) for an age appropriate duration (refer to Reading Log).
● take books out of the library and read with and to an adult at home.

In relation to SEND pupils, and those who begin the academic year working below age expectation, we will
measure our impact by measuring the percentage of pupils who make a minimum of one year academic
progress.

We will identify two sub groups to track progress at the start of Reception:
● Those under age-related expectations - to ensure they catch up.
● Those above age-related expectations - to ensure they are stretched and challenged.

Impact Key Stage 2

As stated in our intent:
● We expect 90% of pupils to reach the age related expectation at the end of Year 6



● We expect 40% of pupils to reach the greater depth expectation at the end of Year 6.

We will measure the impact of our policy using the following measures.
● monitoring (learning walks, book looks, data chats, coaching etc) verifies that planning is written and

delivered in such a manner that ensures teaching is rigorous, systematic and progressive.
● pupil conferencing and parental feedback which demonstrates a love of reading and evidence of a

mutually supportive school-parent partership in relation to reading.

Furthermore, the percentage of pupils who:

● scoring a scaled score of 100 or above on our PIRA (Progress In Reading Assessment) tests.
● achieve ʻexpectedʼ and ʻgreater depthʼ from teacher assessments at the end of the year (i.e.:

successfully discussing and answering questions about the book they have read, showing good
levels of understanding and inference.)

● read to an adult (outside of school) for an age appropriate duration (refer to Reading Log).
● take a broad range of books of their own choice out of the library and read with and to an adult at

home.

In relation to SEND pupils, and those who begin the academic year working below age expectation, we will
measure our impact by measuring the percentage of pupils who make a minimum of one year academic
progress.

We will identify two sub groups to track progress at the start of Reception:
● Those under age-related expectations - to ensure they catch up.
● Those above age-related expectations - to ensure they are stretched and challenged.

Impact Whole School

● Classroom learning environments foster a love of reading by incorporating a broad range of
appropriately challenging books.  The learning environments are well maintained and inviting to
pupils, hence pupils are seen to engage with the books.

Impact (linked to love of reading)

● A high proportion of pupils (80%) engage with Budleigh Library (or other Devon Library) reading
schemes, including Summer Reading Challenge and Book Track.

● A high attendance (50%) of parents engage with reading workshops (including Read Write Inc) in
order to develop their own knowledge and understanding of reading and to support our wider
reading vision.

● The Library is well used before school, during school and a�er school.


